
By Brigitte Dusseau

He hogs the headlines, has satirists in stitches and
the Republican establishment tearing their hair
out. Donald Trump has hijacked the race for the

White House. Since launching his campaign on June 16,
the billionaire real estate mogul has cornered the limelight
on almost daily basis - most strikingly by attacking
Mexican immigrants and former prisoner of war Senator
John McCain. This week he called rival Republican candi-
date Lindsey Graham a “total lightweight” and, in a stun-
ning breach of normal political etiquette, read out his per-
sonal cellphone number to the crowd.

He ridiculed former Texas governor Rick Perry by saying
his recent resort to wearing spectacles was less to do with
deteriorating eyesight and more “so people will think he is
smart”. He slammed Democrat frontrunner Hillary Clinton,
as “the worst secretary of state in the history of our coun-
try” and said: “She’s going to be beaten and I’m the one to
beat her.”

Some Americans are amused. Others are horrified. A
swath of ordinary voters, fed up with Washington DC, say
he speaks for them and cable television networks follow
his every move. Retired basketball star Dennis Rodman,
known for visiting North Korea and for his flamboyant
dress sense, on Friday appeared to endorse the mogul
with the blond comb-over for the White House.
“@realDonaldTrump has been a great friend for many
years. We don’t need another politician, we need a busi-
nessman like Mr trump! Trump 2016,” he tweeted to his
half a million followers.

And he closed yet another working week as king of the
polls. The latest survey released by YouGov on Friday put
Trump on 28 percent, streets ahead of nearest Republican
rival, Wisconsin governor Scott Walker on 13 percent,
among party voters. Trump’s brazen remarks and out-
landish stunts leave little space for the more careful-
ly calibrated points made by other candidates,
Republican or Democrat. It is Trump, Trump,
Trump. “Donald Trump is sucking the oxygen
out of the room for everybody else,” Stuart
Rothenberg, founder of the Rothenberg and
Gonzales Political Report, told NBC News.

Destroying the Tax Code 
On Thursday, CNN broadcast live his

arrival - by private jet emblazoned with
his name in huge golden letters - at the
Texas-Mexico border to condemn illegal
immigration and declare his love for
Latinos. By contrast, when Ohio Governor
John Kasich announced his candidacy, he was
almost ignored. A video produced by fellow
candidate Republican Senator Rand Paul showing
him setting America’s 70,000-page tax code on fire
also panned: a vain attempt to wrest back some
publicity.

Republicans, their noses out of joint, don’t know
how to fend off such an unpredictable, and populist
opponent. “That’s what the serious campaigns are
trying to figure out,” NBC political director Chuck Todd
said. “They are worried that the more they attack and

marginalize him, the stronger he gets.” The man nicknamed
“The Donald” who claims to be worth more than $10 billion
is self-financing his campaign and appears to be reveling in

the attention. The most feted political satirist
in contemporary America, Jon

Stewart, who next month steps
down as anchor of “The Daily

Show” has poured
over Trump night
after night. “Thank
you Donald Trump,”
he said “for making

my last six weeks...
my best six weeks.”
Some Republicans

already fear the tone of
their debate, scheduled on

Aug 6, to which the top 10-
poll ranking candidates are
invited. But political strategists
may be able to sleep in peace:

in the YouGov poll, only 10 per-
cent of registered voters who

identify as Republican thought he
would win the party’s nomination.
A whopping 36 percent thought

that honor would go to Jeb
Bush, the former governor of
Florida who is the son of one
former president and the
brother of another. —AFP
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Prime Minister Alexis Tsipras has won a difficult gam-
ble in convincing the Greek parliament to agree to
tough reforms demanded by Greece’s creditors, but

he is paying the price of deep splits within his radical-left-
ist Syriza party. Tsipras won a solid 230 votes out of the
298 lawmakers who fiercely debated Greece’s bailout-for-
reforms deal into the early hours of Thursday - proof of “a
large consensus”, according to Dimitris Sotiropoulos, a
political science professor at Athens University.

But it was the second vote in a week that has seen the
40-year-old premier suffer a serious mutiny within his
own party over his plans to secure a bailout of up to Ä86
billion ($96 billion) over three years, in exchange for more
of the kind of austerity that Syriza came to power promis-
ing to end. Last week, 39 of Syriza’s 149 MPs voted against
or abstained on a first wave of reforms that had to pass in
order for the bailout talks to go ahead, including wide-
spread tax hikes. Outside the parliament, angry protesters
lobbed petrol bombs at police guarding the building.

Tsipras managed to trim the rebellion to 36 ‘no’ votes
and abstentions when a second bill on the reforms went
to parliament on Wednesday night - but as with last
week’s vote, he was forced to rely on the opposition to get
it through. “His gamble paid off thanks to help from three
opposition parties-the right-wing New Democracy, the
socialists from Pasok and the centre-left party To Potami,”
said Sotiropoulos. The academic estimated that Tsipras
has lost the support of around 40 percent of Syriza’s rank-
and-file members and a quarter of his MPs, hailing from
the “left platform” and other hostile factions that are
staunchly opposed to more austerity and, in some cases,
continuing Greek membership of the euro.

A Break with the Rebels? 
Tsipras has not had an easy few weeks. In a referen-

dum on July 5, Greeks emphatically voted against further
austerity - urged on by the prime minister himself. Days
later, determined to stop Greece defaulting on its debts
and hurtling out of the eurozone into the unknown, he
agreed to reforms similar to those voters had just rejected,
sparking accusations that he had caved to “blackmail”
from the creditors. In managing to convince a parliament
with deep misgivings to approve the measures, Tsipras
has scored a victory in the short-term, said Manos
Papazoglou, political sciences professor at the University
of Peloponnese. “But in the long term there will be prob-
lems,” he told AFP. “The tradition in Greece is to have
strong parliamentary majorities and in this case, his party
has suffered a major divide,” said Papazoglou.

Thursday’s vote placed Tsipras in the unenviable posi-
tion of running what is not just a coalition government,
but one that is effectively a minority administration. Out
of 300 MPs in parliament, he counted the support of just
126 coalition MPs - 113 from Syriza and 13 from their jun-
ior partners, the nationalist Independent Greeks. A minor-
ity government “would have difficulty passing laws in
future without forging a political agreement with other
parties,” said Sotiropoulos.

Government spokeswoman Olga Gerovassili admitted
the result of Thursday’s voted pointed to a “clear divide” in
the party and said “planned procedures” would be imple-
mented to address it. Tsipras has stressed that his current
priority is to finalise the bailout deal. Both sides are under
huge pressure to get the agreement hammered out
before August 20, when Athens owes the European
Central Bank a loan repayment of 3.2 billion euros it can-
not afford.

But many analysts believe the prime minister will be
forced to call early elections in a country that badly needs
stability as it battles to stave off economic collapse.
“Elections would have negative repercussions for both
the economy and the political sphere,” said Penelope
Fountedaki, a law professor based at Pantion University.
After Tsipras finally reached a symbolic consensus in par-
liament for the bailout deal, fresh elections could deepen
divisions within the electorate, she said. Tsipras’s best bet,
she argued, is to “break with the dissidents at the heart of
his party and go forward with other parties”.

Despite the troubles in his ranks, the youthful prime
minister is riding high in the opinion polls, which show
him overwhelmingly regarded as the best man to be run-
ning Greece at present. Even after the broken promises,
many voters believe Tsipras acts honestly and with their
interests at heart - a break with leaders from parties on
both the left and the right, in power for decades in
Greece, who they hold responsible for steering the coun-
try into the crisis. —AFP
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By Steven R Hurst

Critics of the Iran nuclear deal claim
it is flawed, among many reasons,
because it does not demand that

Tehran also change its behavior at home
and abroad. That complaint ignores the
United States’ long history of striking
arms control agreements with the Soviet
Union,  a far  more dangerous enemy.
Those deals probably made the world a
safer place through some of the darkest
days of the Cold War and they proved
talks could be productive even with a
sworn adversary.

Dating as far back as the Limited Test
Ban Treaty in 1963 - less than a year after
the Cuban missile crisis - US administra-
tions engaged the Soviet Union in agree-
ments to limit nuclear threats while not
linking deals to abhorrent Soviet human
rights abuses and the active arming and
funding of leftist, anti-American revolu-
tionary movements around the world.

As Cold War brinksmanship moved
apace, the US, the Soviet Union, Britain,
France and China signed on to the 1963
Nonproliferation Treaty. That agreement
was designed to prevent other countries
from developing nuclear weapons, while
guaranteeing their  r ights to civi l ian
nuclear technology - the very guarantee
that, 47 years later, allows Iran to continue
building nuclear facilities for power gen-
eration and medical research.

The US and the Soviets moved in the
1970s to a period of “detente” which
spawned the Strategic Arms Limitation
Treaty,  known as SALT,  and the Anti-
Ballistic Missile Treaty in the early 1970s.
The treaties held despite the 1973 Arab-
Israeli Yom Kippur War, where conflicting
alliances took the superpowers close to
military conflict.

Nuclear negotiations continued to a
1979 agreement on SALT II  to further
reduce nuclear arms. President Jimmy
Carter pulled out of the deal six months
later  af ter  the Soviet  invasion of
Afghanistan. But just three years after
that,  staunchly anti-Soviet President
Ronald Reagan unveiled the Strategic
Arms Reduction Treaty, known as START,

aimed at shrinking US and Soviet war-
head arsenals  and the number of
bombers and missi les to del iver  the
bombs.

None of the deals, however, blunted
US efforts against what was seen as Soviet
bad behavior, especially in Afghanistan.
“What we had to do was confront the
Soviets directly by arming the muja-
hedeen (anti-Soviet Afghan fighters) and
other things while we pursued on a paral-
lel track arms negotiations,” said William
Courtney of the RAND Corporation and a
former US diplomat who worked on arms
control and served in Moscow.

“ That’s probably the same strategy
that we have to do with Iran. The Iranians
were unlikely to agree to a nuclear accord
that required them to stop arming
Hezbollah or Assad or the like,” he said,
referring to the Lebanese militant group
Hezbollah that is an avowed enemy of
Israel and embattled Syrian President
Basher Assad, Iran’s close ally.

The same year that START was signed,
Reagan unner ved the Soviets  with a
speech proposing a space-based system
to knock out any nuclear attack on the
United States at a time when the Soviets
were falling further and further behind in
weapons technology. While the program
was abandoned after needed technology
proved too complex, the ploy was similar
to Nixon’s opening to China that also rat-
tled the Soviets in the 1970s and likely
prompted Moscow’s readiness for the
detente period.

Suzanne Maloney of the Brookings
Institution said in a blog post that the Iran
deal could also show the value of negoti-
ating with one’s adversaries. “What the
agreement should cease is a few of the
most enduring assumptions about US
policy toward Iran,” said Maloney, interim
deputy director of the foreign policy pro-
gram and senior fellow at Brookings. “In
particular we should bid a good riddance
to the taboo ... against direct diplomacy
between the estranged governments of
the United States and Iran,” she wrote,
adding that “the official no-contact policy
that governs both sides seems rather
quaintly outdated.” —AP

Like Iran, pacts ignored USSR behavior

By Helene Colliopoulou

By Dario Thuburn

Turkey’s air strikes on Islamic State
targets in Syria, and Ankara’s con-
sent to the US using a key airbase

to launch attacks on the jihadists, mark
a break with its previous “complacency”,
analysts said. The new strategy effec-
tively makes Turkey a full member of
the US-led coalition against IS jihadists
but raises the r isk of  cross-border
reprisals and could give a stronger hand
to Kurdish militants, they said. “ The
Turks are in a situation where IS have
become too big to ignore,” Michael
Stephens, head of the British Royal
United Services Institute’s centre in
Qatar, told AFP. “It’s a political signal as
much as a strategic signal.”

Didier Billion from the Institute for
International and Strategic Affairs in
Paris said the air strikes “mean that
Turkey is really joining” a coalition, of
which it had only been a nominal mem-
ber until now. “Turkey has understood
for months that this kind of complacen-
cy towards IS was becoming more and
more dangerous, that it could blow
back,” he said. Aaron Stein, a non-resi-
dent fellow at the Atlantic Council’s
Rafik Hariri Center for the Middle East,
agreed that the military action was part
of a months-long evolution in diplo-
matic strategy. “Turkey had altered its
rules of engagement to more clearly
delineate IS as a threat to the Turkish
state,” he said.

Ege Seckin, an analyst at IHS Country
Risk, said the IS-linked suicide bombing
in the border town of Suruc on July 20
that killed 32 people “provides a con-
venient public justification for this poli-
cy reversal”. Seckin said that Turkey’s
behaviour suggested a repositioning in
the complex regional diplomacy sur-
rounding the conflict in Syria, particu-

larly in the wake of this month’s land-
mark nuclear deal with Iran.

“Previously, Turkey prioritised the
fight against Syrian President Assad’s
forces over the Islamic State. The devel-
opments in the past two days suggest
that this has changed,” he said. The
intervention could mean that Turkey “is
seeking to secure its position in Syria”
following the Iran nuclear deal that it
fears could give Tehran greater scope to
support Assad, he added.

‘Contain Kurdish Aspirations’ 
Turkey’s decision to allow the United

States to use the Incirlik base gives
Washington an easier jumping off point
for  bombing raids against  IS  and
removes a point of tension in Turkey-US
relations. “No doubt the Turkish govern-
ment decision to grant access to US mil-
itary aircraft to use Incirlik in southern
Turkey against Islamic State is a major
turning point in Turkey’s position,” said
Fadi Hakura from the Chatham House
think tank in London. The risk of seeing
the Kurds in Syria take advantage of the
new situation, however, could compli-
cate the issue for Turkey and the police
raids against IS networks in Turkey on
Friday were accompanied by arrests of
Kurdish militants and Marxist radicals.

Analysts also said that reports about
a deal with the US to establish a no-fly
zone in Syria along the Turkish border
could make it easier to counter the
jihadists but also to contain Kurdish
forces. “Turkey is also seeking to contain
Kurdish aspirations for autonomy and
to ensure its dominance over Syrian
armed opposition groups,” Seckin said.
In any case Hakura said, while Turkish
intervention will “accelerate” the strug-
gle against IS, “still it appears that it will
take some time before the Islamic State
is completely weakened”.  —AFP
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